
   

 

Year 5 Autumn 2023 Curriculum Guide 

English  

Pupils are encouraged to build on the skills they learnt in Year 4 and timed tasks are encouraged. 
They will build on the comprehension skills they learnt in Year 4 and will begin to respond to a 
question using higher level inference and deduction skills. They read a range of different texts to 
understand how audience and purpose differs and apply specific language skills by using a 
variety of writing techniques such as figurative language.  

The class reader this term is Holes and in addition to this pupils will be expected to complete 
Accelerated Reader quizzes throughout the term on suitable Year 5 texts. Reading every day 
continues to be recorded in the Reading Record.  

Visualisation exercises and spelling tests take place every week. Homework includes 
comprehension, creative writing and weekly online BOFA activities.  

 
Maths  

During the autumn term the pupils will consolidate and extend their knowledge of number work. 
They will look at: place value – read and write numbers up to ten million, count on in 10 000’s, 
100 000’s and 1 000 000’s, order and round numbers to the nearest 100, 10, 1 and 0.1; addition 
and subtraction - recap the formal methods; multiplication and division – multiply and divide 
by 10, 100 and 1000 mentally, use the formal methods, multiply by multiples of 10, 100 and 1000, 
write remainders as fractions after division; number properties – use tests of divisibility, know 
factors, common factors and prime factors, create factor trees, know square roots and square 
numbers, find prime numbers; fractions – add and subtract fractions (and mixed numbers), 
simplifying, find quantities of fractions; converting between fractions and mixed numbers. The 
pupils will also cover the topic of angles, finding angles on a straight line, around a point and in 
triangles and quadrilaterals; they will also need to know how to use a protractor accurately to 
measure and draw angles. The pupils will also be using MyMaths and ttRockstars to support their 
classwork and their homework. BOFA will also be used as a good practice of exam-styled 
questions.  
 

Science  

The first half term, our theme is changes in materials. This incorporates dissolving substances in 
water and then recovering them through evaporation; separating mixtures by sieving and 
filtration; investigating how heat can change a substance’s state; learning that chemical reactions 
are irreversible and produce new substances; learning that burning (combustion) is a special kind 
of chemical reaction; and learning about fire safety. We investigate why some materials and 
objects float, with reference to density and the story of Archimedes; and we conclude with the 
challenge of designing the boat that will carry the most weight, considering the role of 
displacement in ships and submarines.    

The second half term, our topic is forces. We learn about gravity and its effects on the Earth; that 
gravity (weight) differs on the Earth, Moon & other planets; that astronauts etc. are weightless in 
space; that planets and satellites are kept in orbit by the Sun’s or Earth’s gravitational field; about 



the life & contribution of Newton; and what a black hole is. We explore how satellites work, the 
history of space exploration, and the story of Apollo 11.  We learn about friction, streamlining & air 
resistance, and investigate which materials or surfaces exert the greatest friction. We conclude 
by learning learn how levers amplify a force, and we build catapults.  

French  

The key objectives in French are to engage our pupils and communicate our passion for French 
and modern languages in general, to unlock the full potential of our pupils’ ability to speak and 
write French, to promote a love of speaking a foreign language through entertaining and engaging 
teaching techniques and to introduce our pupils to the culture, geography and history of France. 

The topic areas and grammar for the autumn term are as follows: parts of the body, aches and 
pains. Living environment, rooms of the house. Weather forecast. Gender of nouns, prepositions, 
common verbs in the present tense. Christmas vocabulary. 
 

Latin  

This year’s Latin syllabus introduces new grammar, vocabulary and simple syntax and builds on 
the foundation of work covered in Year 4. During the Autumn Term, we will aim to recap this 
foundation work, finish Chapter 3 and then move on to cover Chapters 4 and 5 of Minimus 1 by 
Barbara Bell. The key objectives are: to engage and maintain both interest and curiosity about the 
Graeco-Roman world, to introduce pupils to aspects of the Latin language, to provide a 
stimulating environment for the development of skills related to the learning of Latin, to establish 
links between the Latin language and English and to introduce pupils to non-linguistic aspects of 
the ancient world with particular reference to Greek myth. Main grammatical foci will be: verb 
endings in the present tense for first, second and third persons singular plus third person plural, 
noun/adjective endings and agreement, simple adverbs. Myth work will include Pandora’s box and 
the story of Echo and Narcissus. 

Digital Skills 

This term pupils will use Scratch to create their own computer games. We will also introduce 
Python to extend their coding skills. 

Pupils will continue to practise their touch typing which they can also do at home using our 
Typing Club subscription site. 

Art and design 

Exploring different pencil shading techniques of hatching, cross-hatching, scribbling, stippling, 
circling and blending. 

Use the new skills for live drawings of plants (outdoor classroom). Look at the works of William 
Morris. 

Develop the observational drawings into watercolour pieces of art. Produce an individual piece of 
art based on all previous studies to be included into the final year exhibition. Further develop the 
William Morris design in the DT room, creating light boxes. 

Using an upside drawing to train our brain to observe without preconceived ideas.  

Develop the understanding and knowledge of Elements of Art: Line, Shape, Value, Form, Space, 
Colour and Texture. 



 

History 

The Year 5 syllabus will continue with the High Middle Ages following on from King William I 
(Norman Conquest). We shall study the power of the Church, then the crusades and then King 
John (Magna Carta). Lastly, we will end with the Later Middle Ages and kings Edward I and II 
(Welsh and Scottish wars) and the 100 Years War, heralding in the Tudor dynasty. The key skills 
will be chronological understanding, continuity and change and an appreciation of causes and 
consequences. 

RS 

This term we shall have a brief introduction to Christianity: stories from the New Testament. 
Temptations, John the Baptist and the Disciples. 

Geography  

During the Autumn Term, the pupils will study rivers, focusing on weathering, erosion, river 
features and pollution of water sources. They will also study aspects of OS maps. 

Music  

This term’s project is based around ‘The Planets Suite’ by Gustav Holst and has links with both 
science (the solar system) and Latin (Roman gods). During the first half of term, pupils will learn 
about who Holst was and how he came to compose the music. They will focus on four of the 
movements in particular (Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and Mars), responding emotionally and 
imaginatively to the music through a range of written and practical tasks. In the second half of 
term, they will work in small groups to devise, rehearse, perform, record and appraise their own 
pieces based on the planets. In addition, they will spend some time preparing for the Christmas 
carol service. 

Drama  

Pupils will continue to develop their performing skills through movement, use of voice and facial 
expressions.  They will create their own dialogue to show understanding of the plot and 
demonstrate further awareness through interaction with other characters.  Drama games, 
including miming activities, allowing them to focus on particular performance skills. 

Games 

Pupils progress their development of The Mall school approach to Football. More depth is added 
to the pupils’ knowledge of the structure and style of Football to be played. The objective is for 
each pupil to represent the school in competitive matches against other schools and for our 
better players to aspire to play in the A and B teams. All pupils travel to Sunbury Cricket Club for 
their Games afternoons.  

PE 

Pupils study gymnastics and Basketball in the term. The focus for both is about the whole 
performances given. During Gymnastic lessons pupils will be expected to create longer 
sequences of work which incorporate a variety of basic skills previously learnt. For Basketball 
pupils will further develop shooting technique and be introduced to the ‘lay-up’. Attack v 
Defence situations will happen regularly to allow pupils to use the skills learnt.  

  



Swimming 

In the Autumn Term the pupils are introduced to more technical aspects of the basic strokes. 
Times are taken over 20 metres to measure improvement. Some pupils are invited to represent 
the school in competitive swimming galas both nationally and against local opposition. 

NVR  

During the summer term, the pupils will be tackling written and online non-verbal reasoning 
exercises. The focus will be on using the elimination and check back techniques to solve more 
challenging questions. Pupils will also be working against the clock and aiming to improve their 
initial scores. There will be written and online exams in this subject. 

VR  

This term, pupils will revise all the areas of the VR curriculum including comprehension skills and 
logic puzzles. They will continue to do computer tasks using BOFA, as well as book-based work. 
Towards the end of term, Year 5 will move onto the Year 6 syllabus preparing them for 11+ exams. 

 

 


